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G-D GAVE the Torah to the Jewish People on Mount
Sinai amid awe some lightn ing and thunder; smoke and trem ors
(see Exodus 19:16-19). To a certain extent, this seems only
natural; we wou ld expect such an awesom e event as the giving of
the Torah to be attended by such things. There was, howev er,
also something we migh t not have exp ected: the mighty blast of
a shofar (a ram’s horn such as that sounded on Rosh Hashanah).
What was the purpose of this? Surely, G-d did n ot need musical
accompaniment. And if, for some reason, He did, why a humble
shofar over som e more m elodious or ex quisite instrum ent?
The answer, on one level, lies in the fact th at the shofar’s
simple and unadorned cry reson ates in the deepest and most
primitive depths of a person’s soul and arouses fear and awe, as
the prophet says (Amos 3:6), “Shall a shofar be sounded in the
city and the people not tremble with fear?” Indeed , we are told
regarding the giving of the Torah (Exodu s 19:16), “And there
were thunderclap s and lightening s … and the sound o f the
shofar exceeding loud, and all the people trembled.” On a
deeper level, however, the shofar represents a spiritual concept
necessary for the occasion, in the sense of the M idrashic
expression (Vayikra Rabba 29) shapru [a play on the word shofar in
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Psalms 81:4, the subject of this M idrash] ma’aseichem, “make your
ways p leasing [to G-d].”
In Jewish mysticism, “pleasure” or “delight” (ta’anug in
Hebrew) symbolizes one of the very highest levels we can refer
to about G-d (although in truth, since G-d is infinite, there can
be no “highest” level of G-dliness). This is so because, whereas
all other hum an faculties (all considered symbolic of particular
levels of Divine manifestation) have their unique fun ctions and
are associated with p articular parts of the body, “pleasu re” is
viewed as a supreme and transcendent sensation which is
superior even to “wisdom” – the highest human faculty. The
association of “shofar” with “make pleasing” is because the
shofar – the ram’s horn – elicits from above the revelation of
that degree of spirituality which makes pleasing, i.e., that level of
G-dliness which is itself the source of the level we allego rically
identify with “pleasu re.” (This sublim e level of the shofar is that
referred to in the verse (Psalms 36:10), “For with You is the
source of life”: G-d as the u ltimate source of all life – even
spiritual life, including the lofty sp iritual level of ta’anug,
pleasu re.) This spiritual accomplishment – the elicitation of the
level of “the source of pleasure” (m’kor hata’anugim) was a
necessary prerequisite for th e giving of the T orah, as will be
explained below.
In order to understand this, however, we must first come
to understand why the giving of the Torah was necessary to
begin with. After all, even before the Torah was given there were
saints and prophets, such as Adam, Enoch and Methuselah.
Furthermore, our forefather Abraham was so attuned to the
spiritual dynamics of creation that he un derstood on his own all
the mitzvos of the T orah and o bserved them , as G-d Him self
noted about him (Genesis 26:5), “Abraham … kept My charge,
My comm andmen ts, My statutes and My laws.” (See Kidushin
chapter 4, Mishna 14.)
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All this, however, was in a spiritual sense. By giving us the
Torah on Moun t Sinai, G-d enabled us to observe the m itzvos in
the real-world, phy sical sense as well. W hat was added by this?
Why weren’t things good enough as they had been?
Abra ham’s mode of worship is characterized by the verse
(Genesis 12:9), “And Abram journeyed on and on toward the
Negev.” (The Hebrew words idiomatically translated here as “on
and on” are actually haloch v’nasoa.) The “Negev” is here
symbolic of the ultimate deg ree of love for G -d, and the verse is
telling us that Abram (w hose name would later be changed by
G-d to “Abra ham”) pre ssed on and o n, reaching ever h igher in
his worship, to th e point at wh ich he finally attained the ultimate
degree of love for G-d: it permeated him so tho roughly that
every aspect of his being became simply a vehicle (merkava in
Hebrew) for its expression.
Until he reached that point, however, Abraham
“journeyed on and on,” that is, he went from one level to the
next (haloch v’nasoa) in his spiritual pursuits. What is meant by
this is the same thing as is usually referred to as the spiritual
dynamic of ratzoh vashov, “running and returning” or “ebb and
flow.” (This expressio n is derived from the verse (Eze kiel 1:14),
“And the [heavenly] creatures ran and returned [ratzoh vashov].”
However, since Abraham’s spiritual level was superior to that of
the heavenly creatures (chayos), the expression haloch v’nasoa is
used instead .)
What, then , is the spiritual dyna mic of ratzoh vashov?
It is written (Job 25:2), “[G-d] makes peace in His high
places.” Our sages comment that in heaven, there are spiritual
forces whose natures are as contrary as fire and water, yet the
water does not extinguish the fire: G-d’s awesome presence
overwhelms them all and peace and harm ony rule (see Tanna
D’vei Eliyahu Rabba 17; Avos D’Rabi Nasan 12). What is the
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meaning of this strange idea , that in heaven there are fire and
water, and that the water does not extinguish the fire?
The answer is that “fire” and “water” symbo lize ratzoh
and shov. Ratzoh – running – refers to the love of G-d one
arouses through contemplation of G-d’s greatness. G-d is
infinite; He has no end and no beginning, and indeed, all that we
can perceive of Him in this world is only a reflection of His
glory but not G-d Him self at all. This is alluded to in the verse
(Psalms 145:13), “Your sovereignty is a sovereignty [ov er] all
world s.” Just as a king’s sovereignty extends througho ut his
kingdom, where the p eople revere him and do his b idding, but
the king himself sits in splendid isolatio n, utterly inaccessible, in
his throne room, so does G-d bring the entire universe – from
the highest spiritual levels of heaven to this lowest physical
world – into being merely by His attribute of malchus
(sovereignty), which is not a part of G-d Him self – Who utterly
transcends all relatio n to creation – at all.
When a person reflects at length on the se things, a
burning love for G-d and yearning to un ite with His
transcendent and “inaccessible” Self is aroused in his or her
heart. This burning love and thirst for G -d is associated with
fire, and is said to resid e in one’s heart. (Th e heart, in addition to
being the seat of the emotions, is also associated with the
attribute of bina, understanding. Intellectual contemplation of
the above concepts thus engenders this emotion in the heart.) It
causes one to long for union w ith G-d to the point that they
would, if they could, simply break free of their physical body and
become absorbed in G-d’s all-encompassin g Self. For this
reason, it is referred to by the term ratzoh, running for th, as in
the desire to leave one’s independent existence behind and run
to G-d. This is what is meant by the Kabbalistic expression
(Introduction to Tikunei Zo har 7a), “If your heart races… .”
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The chayos, or heavenly “creatures,” are described as
“running” for this reason as w ell. Unlike mor tals, they openly
perceive the Divine life force flowing constantly among them,
and thus “burn” with love for G -d. This is symbolically hinted
also in the verse (Genesis 3:16), “and your desire shall be for
your husband” – i.e., in this context, G-d.
Now, one might think that such con stant yearning to
break one’s physical bonds and dissolve into G-dliness w ould
leave one in a perpetual state of unrequited love. However, as
the above-quoted statement of the Kabbalah advises, “If your
heart races, return to one.” Ratzoh is the running or racing of the
heart; the “antidote” is to “return” – shov – to One, i.e., to a
realization that G-d’s perfect and all-encompassing O neness
includes even this physical realm. A person is no more se parate
from G-d when he o r she is in physical form that if he or she
were to be the loftiest, most ethereal an gel, for G-d’s very S elf is
omniprese nt; He is to be found just as much in this world as in
the highest heavens.
This realization of G-d’s omnipresence flows from the
intellectual faculty of chochma, the indefinable c apacity to
conceive new ideas, wh ich seem to spr ing into one ’s mind from
nowhere. “Chochma” – the Hebrew word for this mysterious
capacity – can therefore be sepa rated into the co mponen ts
choach ma, which connote “an indefina ble po wer or faculty.”
Chochma is characterized by bitul – complete absence of “self” –
in deference to G-d, the “source” of what springs, seemin gly
from nowhere, into consciousness. Since it has no “self” to get
in the wa y, chochma is a fitting “receiver” for G-dly
“transmissions.” As applied to a person, the above m eans that
when one realizes tha t one is himself o r herself utterly
insignificant in comparison with G-d, and that the only true
existence is G-d’s existence, one achieves a sort of equilibrium in
the ebb and flow of G-dly yearning: even thoug h one cann ot in
practice escape one’s ph ysical bounds a nd be abso rbed within
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G-d’s unity (ratzoh), one is satisfied in the realization that one is
already absorbed within G-d’s unity (shov).
This aspect of shov is associated with water (which in turn
is identified with the cool reason of the brain (chochma) as
opposed to the fiery passion of the heart (bina), which is the
characteristic of ratzoh). This, then, is the mea ning of the
teaching that there are spiritual forces corresponding to fire and
water, yet the water does not extinguish the fire.
For there is, in fact, no limit to how high on e can reach in
one’s drawing clo ser to G-d, W ho is infinite. The “w ater” of shov
does not actually satisfy one’s longing and thirst for G-d (ratzoh),
extinguishing its “fire” completely. Rather, the shov stage is like a
resting point, a way-station on the never-ending journey to
union with G-d. Shov consolidates and integrates within the
person the gains made throu gh their ratzoh, so that the person
can then pick up where they left off and continue the jo urney
with an even higher degree of ratzoh. It is, perhaps, like the
equilibrium at the end of a pendulum swing: the ball is n ot in
repose, but will shortly reassert its latent energy and begin the
cycle again. Each swing of this spiritual pendulum brings one to
an even high er level of G-dlin ess.
Abra ham’s worship of G-d epitomized this concept. He
went from one level to the next – haloch v’nasoa – until he literally
became the embo diment of lo ve for G-d, referred to by the term
hanegba (“to the Neg ev”).
As noted abov e, Abraham achieved this through purely
spiritual, abstract worship: contemplation of G-d’s greatness and
love for Him. However, not every person is capable of this.
Most of us need some tangible connection to G-d, some
reminder of His presence and concrete “link” to Him –
something more than abstract contemp lation – for successful
worship. That is why G-d gave us the Torah.
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The Torah’s mitzvos also contain elements of “water”
and “fire.” The Torah is com pared to water, for just as water
flows from high point to low, G-d took His own wisdom and
will, as it were – the highest spiritual levels – and bestowed them
upon us – down in the lowest physical world – in the form of
the Torah. Specifically, each time we perform one of the 248
positive mitzvos of the Torah we draw down upon ourselves a
measure of G-dliness fro m the highe st spiritual level. This
“flow” stems from G-d’s attribute o f chesed – kindness. Yet the
mitzvos also have a “fire,” or restrictive (for “fire” is associated
within G-d’s attribute of gevurah – restraint) component, in that
each one is subject to specific rules and limits within which that
spiritual flow is contained. These are the individual laws defining
when a mitzvah is valid, how it is to be performed, and so on.
Thus, by engaging in the “fire and water” dynamic of
practical mitzvah o bservance, we co nnect ourselve s with
spirituality and draw do wn upon ou rselves the spiritual capacities
which enable us ordinary people to relate to G-d similar to the
way Abraham did. The fact that p hysical objects in this world,
such as the materials for constructing a succah or wool for tzitzis,
when used for those mitzvos, shou ld serve to bring G-d’s own
Self, as it were, into the world – the concept, in other word s,
that our mortal action s can draw G -dliness upon us at all – is
precisely what w as “given” to u s on Mou nt Sinai.
This raises another question. If the giving of the Torah
enabled G-dliness to be imbu ed within even the physical ob jects
of this lowest world, why could Abraham, too, no t achieve this
desirable result? Wh y the delay in giving the Torah until mu ch
later?
The reason is that mo st mitzvos are performed using
physical objects of the animal, vegetable or mineral kingdoms.
For example, sacrifices involve animals, together with flour as an
accompanimen t. As explaine d elsewhere (see th e synopsis of the
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discourse L’Havin Inyan Lechem Mishne found in the Torah
portion B’shalach), the spiritual root of the an imal, vegetable and
mineral kingdom s is in the realm o f tohu, which is superior to the
spiritual root of man kind in the realm of tikun. That is the inner,
mystical reason why humans depend upon the lower forms for
sustenance and not the other way around.
Nevertheless, having “fallen” from the great spiritual
heights of the realm of tohu and become embodied in physical
form, these animal, vegetable, etc. substances as they exist in this
physical world are inferior to mankind. Indeed, they pose the
danger of pulling one down even lower, as one who eats meat
merely to enjoy physical pleasure, for example – instead of to
extract the energy they need to worship G-d – is thereby
engaging in a base, “anima l” act. To be able to withstand th is
spiritual danger, the Jewish People needed to be refined and
purified before taking on the challenge of engaging the p hysical
world and elevating it into holiness.
Our exile in Egypt served this spiritual purpose. Indeed,
we find Egypt referred to as the “iron furnace,” in the sense that
a furnace refines and purifies precious metals – as it is written
(Proverbs 17:3), “The refining pot is for silver and the fu rnace is
for gold.” It was not until the Jews h ad underg one the spiritua lly
refining and purifying experience of their suffering in Egypt that
they were fit to withstand the potentially corrupting influence of
intimate contact with physical things as a means of serving G-d.
(This is also the purpose of our present exile, as a preparation
for our worship in the M essianic era; on a personal level too,
whatever suffering a given individual experiences (m ay G-d
protect us from such things) serves to refine his or her worship
throu gh mitzvos.)
Now, to return to our topic, we said that the elements of
“fire” and “water” in our worship do no t cancel one another
out; instead, the water merely serves to cool off the fire until it
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can gain even greater strength. This harmony b etween water and
fire is because G-d “m akes peace in H is high places”: H is
awesome presence overwhelms them all and peace and harmony
rule. It is this spiritual level – that which transcends all revelation
– that is symbolized by the shofar blast. For the shofar is shaped
with a small opening at one end, which exp ands into a larger
opening at the other end. The mouth piece of the shofar, which
is just a small po int, represents the transcenden t, unknowa ble
level of G-d. The symbolism of the sound proceeding through
the expansion of the shofar and emerging from the large end is
that all revelation and manifestation o f Divinity ultim ately
proceeds from an essential point which cannot be grasped by
any being. This is the level we refer to as m’kor hata’anugim, “the
source of [all] pleasures,” as in the expression shapru ma’aseichem,
“make your w ays pleasing.”
It is only from here that even the loftiest spiritual levels
such as chochmah and bina, referred to above and symbolized by
the conceptual faculty and the faculty of understanding, can
originate. As explained elsewhere, the spiritual level of chochmah
is symbolized by the H ebrew letter yud, which is written as a
single point; bina is symbolized by the letter hey, whose square
shape represents the ex pansion of chochma’s tenuous co ncept into
a fully understoo d idea. Both o f these, however , have their
source in that unknowable spiritual level at the other end of the
shofar ’s pinpoint opening, the m’kor hata’anugim . This is alluded
to by the mystical interpretation of the verse (P salms 118:5),
“From the stra ights I called out to G-d; G-d answered m e with
expan se.” “The straights” is a reference to the narrow opening
of the shofar. It is from there that “I called out to G-d,” in
which phrase the Hebrew n ame for G-d is spelled by the letters
yud and hey. That is, chochmah and bina, the very beginning of the
process of Divine manifestation and symbolized by the letters
yud and hey respectively, both proceed from none other than “the
straigh ts,” that unknowable point w hich is the narrow end of the
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shofar. However, “G-d [again the n ame spelled by yud and hey]
answered me with expanse”: at the other end o f the shofar, the
wide expanse of the opening issues forth the levels of chochmah
and bina manifested as the “water” – bitul of the intellect – of
shov and the “fire” – yearning of the h eart – of ratzoh. All of
these flow from the exalted and m ysterious “sou rce of all
pleasu res.”
We can now appreciate the awesome effects at the giving
of the Torah. The verse states (Exodus 20:15), “And all the
people saw the sounds [of thunder] and the flashes [of
lightening], and the sound o f the shofar, and th e mounta in
smoking; and the people saw and w ere shaken, and they stood
far away.” The sounds of thunder symbolized the concept of
shov and water, since sound, like the revelations elicited through
mitzvah observance, is also a “calling forth.” (Indeed, we find
(Brachos 6b) that the Torah, which, as explained earlier, is
compared to water wh ich flows from above, was giv en “with
five sounds.”) Th e flashes of lightening represented the fiery
love of G-d associated with ratzoh. And the people w ere able to
see what is ordinarily only heard (“And all the people saw the
sounds… ”), because all these revelations, as explained above,
flowed from the spiritual level of the shofar, which transcends
both water and fire and allows them, although opposites, to coexist.
“And the mountain smoking”: “smoke” is w hat results
when a physical substance catches fire. In fact, the smoke
precedes the fire, so that one first notices the object smoking
and only afterwards, the fire springs forth from the smoking
place. A Jewish person has two souls: the “animal soul” (nefesh
habaham is), whose fun ction is to animate th e body and supply its
basic instincts and urges, and the “G-dly soul” (nefesh HaE lokis),
which is literally a part of G-d and yearns to worship Him. The
sincere worshipper is expected to work at transform ing even
their “animal soul,” which relates to physical substances and
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pleasures, into someth ing holy as well. (T hat is, all a person’s
natural human d rives should b e used, not in pu rsuit of worldly
pleasures, but for G-dly purposes, such as when one eats not
simply to enjoy a gourm et meal, but to obtain energy for serving
G-d, or to honor the Shabbos with delectable foods.) This
transformation of the animal soul is symbolized by smoke, for
smoke, as noted, is the effect of a physical substance being
consumed. At Mount Sinai, it was the Jews’ commitment of
their animal souls to spiritual pursuits – the physical substance
of the moun tain smokin g – that elicited the thunder and
lightening – the ability to engage in ratzoh and shov – to begin
with, just as smoke precedes fire.
“And the people saw … and they stood far away”: W hile
the first reference in this verse to “the people” (“and all the
people saw the sounds, etc.”) refers to the Jews, this latter
reference, describing the people as distancing themselves from
the great revelations of Mount Sinai, can be understood as
meaning the “mixed multitude” (erev rav) of Egyptian converts
who accompanied the Jews out of Egypt. These people were not
entirely sincere in embracing Judaism; they had simply been
overwhelmed by the awesome m iracles G-d had performed in
Egypt. The Jews th emselves recognized G-d’s utte r
transcendence over creation and could, by contem plating this,
bring themselves to a state of total devotion (bitul) to Him. Just
as a vacuum draws things in, this total selflessness in deference
to G-d is what elicits from G-d, in response, the manifestations
and capacity for ever-increasing closeness to H is very Self
(through ratzoh and shov, lightening and thunder) we have been
discussing. The erev rav, however, did not have this ability to
totally humble and abnegate themselves before the transcendent
G-d. Their inspiration was from awe over physical things: the
majesty of the planets and similar grand phenomen a, which are
all truly nothing in comparison with G-d’s own Self. Thus, the
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erev rav were not privy to the spiritual revelations at Moun t Sinai,
and th ey “sto od far away.”
(This need of the erev rav for tangible sign s of G-d, this
inability to relate to His tran scendent Self, exp lains why later, it
was they who precipitated the sin of the Golden Calf by their
dema nd for a G-d they co uld see (see E xodu s 32:1).)
Finally, the above co ncept – the ad vantage of relating to
G-d from the standpoin t of bitul – is expressed by the following:
The verse quoted earlier reads in full, “Your so vereignty is
a sovereignty [ove r] all worlds, and your dominion is in every
generation.”
The difference between “sovereignty” and
“dominion” is that sovereignty is a term which only applies to a
king, who has been crowned, inaugurated, accepted by the
people as their sovereign. Absent that acceptance by the people,
the ruler is not truly a “king,” but a “ruler” or “dictator” – in
which case the term “dom inion” is applied. Since “all worlds” –
the spiritual realms of heaven – openly perceive G-d and
willingly defer to Him with total bitul, He relates to them as a
“sovereign,” a king. By contrast, “every generation” refers to the
nations of this physical world. Since, like the erev rav, their
perception of G-d is not as He is in H imself, utterly
transcending all creation, but merely as the mighty Diety Who
created their world, they lack bitul and ca n only relate to G-d ’s
“dom inion.”
And this is the significance of the expression (recited in
the Grace A fter Meals), “we bless You; may Your name be
blessed by the mouth of every living being.” The Hebrew w ord
for “bless” connotes elicitation, a drawing down o f spirituality.
Through our worsh ip carried out in total bitul to G-d, we Jews
“draw down” n one other th an “You ” – G-d H imself. “Every
living being,” however – the nations of th e world – m erely
blesses “Your name”: that is, not G-d’s very Self, so to speak,
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but merely His m anifestation in the w orld – just as a per son’s
name represents that person to others, but is not at all a part of
the person th emself.
-- ### -Ó 2002. Please note that the foregoing is an informal synopsis by a private
person, and that, therefore, errors are possible. Also, the Hebrew original contains much
more than could possibly be presented here, and constitutes a much more direct
transmission of the Alter Rebbe’s teachings. Furthermore, the synopsis may contain
supplementary or explanatory material not in the original, and not marked as such in
any way. Thus, for those with the ability to learn in the original, this synopsis should not
be considered a substitute for the maamar. Good Shabbos!
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